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Résumé - Abstract

On présente une nouvelle variante de grammaire contextuelle structurée, qui produit des arbres
de dépendance. Le nouveau modèle génératif, appelé grammaire contextuelle de dépendance,
améliore la puissance générative forte et faible des grammaires contextuelles, tout en étant un
candidat potentiel pour la description mathématique des modéles syntactiques de dépendance.

A new variant of structured contextual grammar, which generates dependency trees, is intro-
duced. The new generative model, called dependency contextual grammar, improves both the
strong and weak generative power of contextual grammars, while being a potential candidate
for the mathematical description of dependency-based syntactic models.
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1 Introduction

Contextual grammars were introduced in 1969 by Solomon Marcus (Marcus, 1969) as an at-
tempt to transform in generative devices some procedures developed within the framework of
analytical models (see (Marcus, 1997) for a comprehensive discussion on the linguistic mo-
tivations of contextual grammars). In many respects, (the mathematical model of) contextual
grammars and (the linguistic model of) dependency grammars ((Mel’čuk, 1987) and others)
have the same roots. The similitude between contextual grammars and dependency syntactic
models based on dependency trees go further, since both formalisms deal mostly with symbols
of the language and less or at all with auxiliary symbols as in the case of formalisms based on
constituents trees. A similar argument to this one is presented in (Mráz et al., 2000), where
contextual mechanism is described as dual to the analysis by reduction linguistic method.

However, no relationship was established yet between contextual and dependency grammars.
This happened probably because, originally, contextual grammars developed a string generative
mechanism and structures on strings generated by contextual grammars were introduced only
recently in (Martı́n-Vide & Păun, 1998).

In this paper, we propose a new approach to the generation of dependency trees (D-trees),
based on contextual grammars. The notion of internal dependency contextual grammar (DCG)
is introduced, by adding dependency descriptions to contextual rules from ordinary contextual
grammars. In a DCG, the derivation relation is constrained in two ways: contexts are selected
by (strings of) words, but also by the correct construction of the D-tree. Simplifying, string
insertion rules stand for the word order, while dependencies express mainly the dominance
relationship between words, as in unordered syntactic D-trees. Local and long distance depen-
dencies are treated in an uniform way, using the smooth contextual mechanism.

Several formal examples are given through out the paper, in order to emphasize the capability
of DCGs to describe different aspects of language generation. Concerning the strong generative
power, we illustrate in Section 4 the flexibility of DCGs in describing even opposite (top-down
and bottom-up) derivation styles, as well as different kinds of dependencies (nested or cross-
serial), in a very simple and pragmatic way. In Section 5, we prove that the weak generative
power of projective internal DCGs (DCGs that generates only projective D-trees) is beyond the
generative power of internal contextual grammars with choice.

2 Marcus Contextual Grammars

Contextual grammars are based on the interplay between (strings of) words in a sentence. They
start from the assumption that there is a finite set of (simple) sentences (axioms), which are
accepted as well-formed without any doubt. More complex sentences are generated by the
insertion of other words, in the form of contexts (pairs of strings, possibly one-sided) selected
by the strings already present in the sentence.

Formally, an internal contextual grammar (CG) is a construct
�������
	��	���	����

, where
�

is
an alphabet,

�
is a finite language over

�
(the set of axioms),

�
is a finite subset of

��������
(the set of contexts) and

����� ��� � � ��
is the choice (or selection) recursive map. When�!�#"��$�%�

, for all
"'&�� �

, we say that
�

is a CG without choice and write
�(�)�*�+	��,	��,�

. The
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internal derivation style (introduced in (Păun & Nguyen, 1980)) of a CG is defined by:".-0/
iff

"��1"324"65�"67
and

/8�9"32;:<"65�=>"67
for some

� :?	�=@�$&A�B�C"65��ED
If

�-
is the reflexive and transitive closure of

-
, then F �*�,���HGI"J&1� �LK�MON &P�	 N �- "RQ

denotes the language generated by
�

. We denote by S �
and S �T�

the classes of languages
generated by internal CGs without, respectively with choice1.

Example 2.1 Consider a very simple internal CG with choice
��2+�U���
	��	���	����

, where� � G
John

	
likes

	
Lyn

	
really

QWV� � G
John likes Lyn

QWV� � G@�
really

	�XY��QWV
�!�#"���� Z G@�

really
	�X���QW	

if
"L�

likes
	[ 	

otherwise
V

The language generated by
�\2

is: John (really)
�

likes Lyn.

Contextual grammars. even without choice, are able to generate interesting languages, which
are spread into (not covering) the traditional Chomsky hierarchy of languages. We denote by] S_^ , `ba �

,
� ]

,
�,c

the classes of finite, regular, context-free, respectively context-sensitive
languages.

Example 2.2 Consider a CG without choice
�5��d�eGgf6	�hIQW	iGjXRQW	kG@� f<	�hE��Qj�

. We have

F � �T5���� G NlKmN &nGgf<	�hoQ � 	 K NpK q � K NpK r
and

K " K q�slK " K r 	4tY"'u N Q
where

K N�K q
denotes the number of occurrences of

f
in

N
and

"vu N
denotes that

N �w"6/
(
"

is a
prefix of

N
). Then, F �*�T5E�x&y� ]wz `ba �

. The language F � �,5E�
is known as the Dyck language

over
Ggf<	�hoQ

.

Example 2.3 Consider a CG without choice
�7_�A�4Ggf<	�hI	�{IQW	kGjX3QW	kG@�C"6/Y	�|>��	m�C"?	�/@|>� K GI"?	}/�	�|_Qb�Ggf<	�hI	�{mQ>Qj�

. We have

F �*��7E�~� G NlKmN &�Ggf<	�hI	�{mQ � 	 K N�K q � K NpK r � K N�K � QWD
Then, F � �T7E��&'�,c z � ]

. The language F �*�T7E�
is known as the Bach language over

Ggf<	�hI	�{IQ
.

More expressive languages can be generated using the choice function together with a con-
dition on the type of the languages selecting contexts. A CG in the modular presentation� � ���
	��	m�*c�2�	���2���	oDoDoDi	m��c��_	������}�

is a CG
� � ���
	��	��T	����

such that
�x�����B�C"��

, for all"w&�c��
, � u��u��

. A pair
��c���	������

is called a contextual production. We say that a CG has
an

]
choice, where

]
denotes a family of languages, if

cR��& ]
, for all � u��8u��

. We de-
note by S �T��� ] �

the class of languages generated by internal CGs with
]

-choice. For example,S �,�p� `ba ��
denotes the languages generated by internal CGs with regular selection languages.

1For details on contextual grammars, the reader is referred to the monograph (Păun, 1997).
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Example 2.4 Consider
�����d�4Ggf<	�hI	�{m	���QW	kGgfWhE{E��QW	m�*fWh���{m	kG@� f6	�{k��Qj�E	m� hE{E���<	kGghI	��_��Qj�}�

a CG in the
modular presentation. We haveF �*�b�E��� Ggf � h���{ � ��� K �!	}� s � QWD
Then, F �*�b�i��&A�,c z � ]

. F �*�b�i�
is the schematic representation of linguistic cross dependen-

cies.

Though, there are either simple context-free or linguistic relevant languages that cannot be
generated by any (internal) CG, even with choice.

Indeed, the language F 2��UGgf � K � s � Q��AGgf � h � K � s � Q
cannot be generated with (internal)

CG. The problem comes from the fact that, in order to generate all the sentences of the form
f �

,� s � one needs to define a context
�C:�	}=O�

containing only the letter
f

(at least one occurrence)
and selected by a set of strings also made only by

f
s. Then, there is no mechanism to avoid

the insertion of the context
� :?	�=@�

into sentences of the form
f � h �

(for an appropriate
�

) and
producing in this way sentences of the form

f � � � h �
, with

�\���
, which do not belong to the

language F 2
(details of the proof are in (Păun, 1997), page 58). Thus, F 2x&'� ] z S �T�

.

A similar problem occurs with the language F 5¡� Ggf � h � { � K � s �_Q
, a non-context-free

language, which schematically represents the multiple (triple) agreement that can be found also
in some linguistic constructions. In (Păun, 1997), page 46, it is proved that F 5£¢& S �T�

using
a pumping lemma, which holds for internal CG. Constructively speaking, the problem comes
again from the fact that once one considers a context of the form

�*f<	�h�{k�
to generate only strings

with an equal number of
f
s,

h
s and

{
s, this context cannot be applied anywhere, but only betweenf

s and
h
s (the left side of the context), respectively between

h
s and

{
s (its right side). The only

way to do this would be to associate with the context a selector of the form
h �

,
� s � , but this is

not enough, because it would be possible to apply the context also to a shorter string of
h
s than

intended and generate strings of the form
f � h � fWhe¤mh�{ih�¥�{ �

, with
��¦n§�¦1¨����

, which do not
belong to F 5

.

In (Martı́n-Vide et al., 1997) (also (Marcus et al., 1998)), it is shown that languages as F 2
or F 5

can be generated by internal CGs with a condition of maximality on the length of the substrings
of the given string, which are used to select contexts at some derivation step. In Section 5, we
provide with a different method for the improvement of the (weak) generative power of CGs.

3 Dependency Contextual Grammars

A dependency tree (D-tree) is a tree whose nodes are labelled over an alphabet of terminal
symbols. Sometimes, its edges are also labelled over another alphabet (of syntactic categories),
but we will not use this feature here as it is not relevant for the purpose of this paper. We
will introduce D-trees using the concept of a structured string from (Marcus, 1967) (see also
(Martı́n-Vide & Păun, 1998), (Marcus et al., 1998)).

Let
�

be an alphabet. If
�

is a natural number, we denote by © �Yª
the set of the first

�
natural

numbers. A structured string over
�

is a pair
�C"?	�«W¬g�

, where
"%&(� �

is a non-empty string
over

�
and

«�¬�� © K " K ª� © K " K ª z G@�C�}	��®� K ��& © K " K ª Q
is an anti-reflexive binary relation, called

dependency relation on
"

. If
"

is a string and
�T& © K " K ª

, we denote by
"B� �®�

the
�
-th symbol of"

. If
��«�¬E¯

, then we say that
"B�°¯_�

depends on
"B� �e�

. Let us denote by
«O�¬

(and call dominance
relation on

"
) the transitive closure of

«W¬
. If

�*«_�¬ ¯
, then we say that

"B�C�e�
dominates

"B�±¯@�
.
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A structured string ² � �C"?	�«>¬g�
is called a D-tree iff the dependency relation

«_¬
induces a

structure of tree over
"

, i.e. i) there is � u�¨Au © K " K ª
such that

"B� ¨³�
does not depend on any

symbol of
"

(
¨

is called the root of ² ); ii) for any
�+& © K " K ª z Gm¨WQ

, there is a unique index
¯�& © K " K ª

such that
"B�C�e�

depends on
"B�±¯@�

; iii)
« �¬

is an anti-reflexive relation, i.e.
�C�}	��®��¢&(« �¬

, for any�+& © K " K ª
. We denote by ´ �*��

the set of D-trees over a set
�

of terminals.

Linguistically motivated, the structures over CGs were introduced in (Martı́n-Vide & Păun,
1998) (see al(Marcus et al., 1998), or Section 7.6 in (Păun, 1997)). Bracketed CGs, i.e. contex-
tual grammars working on strings of terminal symbols enriched with a well-formed structure
of brackets, were extensively studied in (Kappes, 2000). We are interested here in the second
type of structured CGs introduced in (Martı́n-Vide & Păun, 1998), which do not use brackets
for creating tree-like structures on strings, but binary relations between terminal symbols. How-
ever, the definition of a dependency CG given below is formally different from the definition of
a structured CG given in (Martı́n-Vide & Păun, 1998).

We call
�µ�¶�*�+	��,	�·+2�	oDkDoDk	�·?�³�

an internal dependency contextual grammar (IDCG) iff
�

is
an alphabet,

� � ´ ���,�
is a finite set of D-trees over

�
(the axioms) and for any

�.& © ��ª
,·��¸�¹�*c��®	�{��®	������

is a dependency contextual production, with
c3�,�º� �

(the set of selectors),{��»�¼� :<��	�=g�#��&J� � �n� �
(the context) and

�>�$� © � © K :<��=m� K ªO���,���J� © K :<��=m� K ª��A��eª z �����
(the

set of new dependencies). A derivation in an IDCG is defined as a binary relation over the set
of D-trees over

�
by:�C"?	�«�¬g�+-P½¸� /Y	�«�¾k�

iff
"L�9"324"65�"67I	}/¿�9"32;:<"65�=>"67

and there is
�+& © �Yª�	

with
"65�&yc��®	{����l�C:?	�=@�

and
«�¾

built under the following rules:

-
«�¾

contains all the dependencies in
«W¬

and no other

dependencies occur between the symbols originating in
"?	

-
«�¾

contains all the dependencies between the symbols of
{i�®	

described in
�>�®	

and no other dependencies occur between the

symbols originating in
{E�®	

-
«�¾

may contain dependencies between the symbols of
"

and

the new symbols introduced by
{E�

as described by
�>�

i.e.

if a dependency occurs between
:Y�À=g�e�°¯_�

and a symbol
f

from
"?	

then
�±¯�	�f_�x&'�>�

(respectively
�*f<	e¯_��&y�>�#��D

The difference between the above definition of a IDCG and the definition of a structured CG
from (Martı́n-Vide & Păun, 1998) consists in the fact that the new symbols inserted by some
dependency contextual rule do not attach to some specified (localized) selector symbols, but to
some selector symbols having the value specified in the set of new dependencies.

If
�-P½

is the reflexive and transitive closure of
-w½

, then Á�F � ��$�dG ² & ´ ���,� K>M<Â &y�	 Â �-P½² Q denotes the dendrolanguage (the set of D-trees) generated by
�

. Then, F � ����)GI"�&n� � KM �C"?	�«�¬m�& Á�F �*�,��Q
denotes the language generated by

�
. We denote by S@Á �,�

the class of
languages generated by IDCGs.

Example 3.1 We reconsider Example 2.1, from the previous section, now introducing depen-
dencies on words. We define an internal DCG

�,Ã 2 �d���
	��	�·,�
, where� � G

John
	

likes
	

Lyn
	

really
QWV� � G@�

John likes Lyn
	kG@�*Ä@	 � ��	m��Ä_	�Å>��Qj��QWV
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· � �4G
likes

QW	m�
really

	�XY�E	kG@�
likes

	 � ��Q>Qj��D
One of the D-trees generated by

� Ã 2
is:�

John really likes Lyn
	kG@� ÅO	 � ��	m�*Å@	�ÆW�E	I�*ÅO	�Ä³��Qj�

(see Figure 1), which underlies the string: John really likes Lyn.

Ç �eÈOÉ Â
ÊRËjÌ � Í Í Í Í>Î F /@�Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï>Ð¨jÉIf ÇCÇ / ÑÑÑÑ Ò

Figure 1: A D-tree for John really likes Lyn

Projectivity is a very common property of D-trees, which expresses the fact that the vertical
projections of the nodes do not intersect the edges of the tree. We will consider in the following
a particular case of DCG, which generates only projective D-trees.

Let
"

be a string. A sequence
"B�C�e��DoDoD;"B�°¯_�

, � uº��u�¯ u K " K
, of consecutive symbols of

"
is called an interval of

"
. Let

�#"?	�«>¬g�
be a D-tree. The maximal projection of a symbol

"B� �e�
,�+& © K " K ª

, of
"

, is the sequence
"B� ��2}��DoDkD�"B� � �W�

,
�y& © K " K ª

, of (not necessarily consecutive) symbols
of

"
, such that

�#Ó¸ÔP��Õ
, for any � uÖ¯�Ô ÈLuw�

, and
Gm�;2E	oDoDoDi	��*�WQb�(Gm��Qx�yGE¯ K �*«W�<¯�Q

.

Then, a D-tree is projective iff all the maximal projections of its symbols are intervals (see
(Dikovsky & Modina, 2000)). We denote by

· ´ �*��
the set of projective D-trees over an

alphabet
�

.

An IDCG
�������
	��,	�·+2�	oDoDkDk	�·?�>�

is called a projective internal dependency contextual gram-
mar (PIDCG) iff the axioms are projective D-trees,

�¼�×· ´ �*��
, and the derivation relation,- ¤ ½ is defined as the restriction of

- ½
on the set

· ´ ���,�
of projective D-trees. Correspond-

ingly, the dendrolanguage generated by a PIDCG is defined exactly as in the case of an IDCG,
but using the derivation relation

- ¤ ½ . We denote by
· S_Á �T�

the class of languages generated
by PIDCGs.

The IDCG in Example 3.1 is a PIDCG.

4 Strong Generative Properties

After introducing structures on strings generated by CGs, one may speak about the strong gen-
erative power of the structured CGs. The strong generative power means the capacity of (depen-
dency, in our case) CGs to generate different dendrolanguages, underlying the same language.
In this section, we investigate some structural properties of IDCGs.

Top-down and bottom-up derivation

The derivation of phrases in a context-free grammar is a top-down process starting with the root
of the (constituent) tree and leading to its leaves. Among the novelties brought by tree-adjoining
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grammars (Joshi, 1987) and other formalisms in the area of the mild context sensitiveness, was
the fact that derivation is not necessarily a top-down process. It is important to remark the
capacity of IDCGs to construct the (same) structure of the (same) string in totally different
ways.

Example 4.1 Consider
�,Ø����eGgf<	�hoQW	kG@�*fWhI	kG@� � 	�Ä���Qj��QW	m�4GjX3QW	m� f6	�hi��	kG@�*f<	 � �E	m� � 	�Ä���Qj�}�

and
�TÙ���4Ggf<	�hoQW	kG@� f_hI	kG@� � 	�Ä���Qj��QW	m� f � h � 	m� f<	�hE�E	kG@� � 	�f_�E	m� � 	�Ä���Qj�}�

two IDCGs.

The D-tree represented in Figure 2 corresponding to the string
f 7 h 7

is generated in a top-down
manner (at any step, the axiom

fWh
rests in the top, while the new context

�*f<	�hE�
is added at the

bottom of the tree) by
�,Ø

and in a bottom-up manner (the new context is added always in the
top) by

��Ù
.

f h ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ Û hÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ Û
f

h
f

ÑÑÑ ÒÑÑÑ ÒÑÑÑ Ò

Figure 2: D-tree of the string
f 7 h 7

generated by
�TØ

and
�TÙ

Nested and cross-serial dependencies

In Example 4.1, we defined two IDCGs, which are rather ambiguous with respect to the struc-
tures associated with well-formed strings. For example, in both grammars we can associate
several D-trees with the string

f 7 h 7
, and not only the D-tree in Figure 2. The D-tree from Figure

2 is a projective D-tree, which represents a set of nested dependencies between the symbolsf
and

h
that were inserted in the string at the same derivation step. Indeed, one may notice

that the last
h

depends on the first
f
, the second

h
depends on the second

f
, while the first

h
depends on the last

f
. Another possible structure of

f 7 h 7
, generated by the grammar

�,Ù
, is the

non-projective D-tree in Figure 3, which encounters mixed dependencies.

f
h ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ Û

hÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ Û
f

h
f

ÑÑÑÑ ÒÜÜÜÜÜ ÝÍ Í Í>Î

Figure 3: D-tree of the phrase
f 7 h 7

generated by
�TÙ

In practice, one may want to control the distribution of dependencies over the string in a very
rigorous manner. The following example illustrates the capacity of PIDCGs to generate D-trees
with specific dependencies.
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Example 4.2 First, we modify the grammar
�Ù

from Example 4.1 in order to obtain only D-
trees representing nested dependencies. Actually, we may keep the same grammar and consider
the projective derivation

- ¤ ½ . ��Ù
becomes a PIDCG (since the axiom is a projective D-tree).

Then the D-tree represented in Figure 2 is the only D-tree associated with
f 7 h 7

and generated by�TÙ
in the projective derivation style. Also the language generated by

�8Ù
, in this case, is exactlyGgf � h � K � s � Q

.

The second grammar generates the same language,
Ggf � h � K � s � Q

, using a totally different
method, which hides cross-serial dependencies between the symbols

f
and

h
introduced at the

same derivation step. Consider
�Þ�HGgf6	�hIQW	iG@�*fWhI	kG@� � 	�Ä���Qj��QW	m�4GgfW�RQW	m�*f<	�hE�E	iG@� � 	�f_��	m�*hI	�Ä���Qj�}�

a
PIDCG. The (only) D-tree associated with the string

f 7 h 7
is represented in Figure 4.f

h Í Í Í>Î hÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ Û
f

h

fÑÑÑ Ò

Í Í Í>Î
ÑÑÑ Ò

Figure 4: D-tree of the string
f 7 h 7

generated by
�,Þ

5 Weak Generative Properties

In this section, we will prove that using PIDCGs also the weak generative capacity of CGs is
improved.

Theorem 5.1 For any internal contextual grammar
�

, there exists a weak equivalent internal
projective dependency contextual grammar

� Ã
.

Proof Let
� � ���
	��	m�*cB2�	���2��E	kDoDoDk	I��c��_	������}�

be an ICG. We may consider that each con-
textual production corresponds to one context. We construct the following PIDCG

� Ã ����
	���ÃÀ	m��c�2�	���2�	��O2���	oDoDoDE	m��c��@	����@	����³�}�
, where� Ã � G@�C"?	}«�¬g� K "v&v�,	�«�¬b��G@� ��	��Y¦ � � K �+& © K " Kmß � ª Q>Q����� G@�*f<	e¯_� K ¯�& © K :6�°=m� K ª*	�fp&'��QW	

for
{����l�C:<�®	�=m�C�

and for all
�+& © ��ª

. Then, F �*��Ãà�+� F � ��
. áâ

From the above proof, it is worth to note that on the contextual side nothing changes when
adding dependencies: if

�
is without choice then

�,Ã
is also without choice; if

�
has an

]
-

choice then
� Ã

has also an
]

-choice.

Now consider the languages discussed in the end of Section 2, F 2��¼Ggf � K � s � Q��nGgf � h � K� s � Q and F 5\�µGgf � h � { � K � s �@Q
. These languages cannot be generated by any ICG, but

they can be generated by PIDCGs.
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Example 5.1 In order to obtain the first language, let us consider the following PIDCG
�¿ãR��4Ggf<	�hoQW	kG@� f6	 [ �E	m� f_hI	kG@� � 	�Ä���Qj��QW	?�eGgf�QW	m�*f<	�XY�E	kG@� � 	�f_��Qj��	m�4GgfWhoQW	m� f6	�hi��	kG@�*hI	 � �E	m� hm	�Ä���Qj���

. We haveF �*��ã���� F 2
. Figure 5 illustrates the unique D-tree and one of the possible D-trees generated

by
��ã

and associated with the strings
f 7

, respectively
f 7 h 7

.

fff
ÑÑÑ ÒÑÑÑ Ò f h ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ Û hÜÜÜÜÜ Ýf hf ÑÑÑ Òä ä ä ä ä>åÍ Í Í>Î

Figure 5: D-trees of
f 7

, respectively
f 7 h 7

generated by
�Tã

Example 5.2 Let
�Tæ � �4Ggf<	�hI	�{IQW	kG@�*fWh�{g	iG@��Ä@	 � �E	m�*Ä@	�Å>��QW	m�4Ggh � 	m�*f<	�h�{i�E	kG@� f<	 � �E	I�*hI	�Ä���	m�*{m	�Å>��Qj�}�

be another PIDCG. We obtain the second language, F �*�æE�'� F 5
. Figure 6 illustrates one

of the possible D-trees generated by
�æ

and associated with the string
f 7 h 7 { 7

.

f f ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ Û fÜÜÜÜÜ Ý
{

h
{ {

ÑÑÑ Ò hÑÑÑ Ò hÜÜÜÜÜ Ý
ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ Û

ä ä ä ä ä>åÍ Í Í>Î
Figure 6: D-tree of the string

f 7 h 7 { 7
generated by

�Tæ
To conclude this section, we establish the following result.

Theorem 5.2 The strict inclusion S �,�Uç1· Á�S �T�
holds.

6 Conclusions

We introduced a formal model for the generation of dependency trees, dealing with free word
order phenomena. The problem is currently under study (see (Holan et al., 1998), (Dikovsky,
2001), (Gramatovici & Plátek, 2003)) and is far to be solved.

The model of dependency contextual grammars we propose here is based on two main char-
acteristics: the intrinsic similitude between dependency trees and contextual grammars and the
flexibility of the latter in expressing non-local dependencies. Our approach is closer to the
intrinsic motivations of original dependency grammars than other current similar attempts are.

The research of dependency contextual grammars just started since the model has to be further
tested on both mathematical and linguistical sides.
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